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I. INTRODUCTION 
In each of the known simple groups, the centralizer N of any involution x 
has a very restricted structure. In particular, it appears to be true in every 
case that O(N)l is cyclic and that CN(O(N)) has index at most 2 in N. The 
question of whether some result of this nature holds more generally for 
arbitrary simple groups, at least for certain involutions X, is of paramount 
importance for the ultimate classification of the finite simple groups. A major 
portion of the solution of every general classification considered to date has 
involved the successful resolution of this problem. The general question is 
itself very closely related to certain questions raised by Thompson concerning 
2-signalizers of simple groups (that is, the set of subgroups of odd order 
normalized by some Sylow 2-subgroup of the given simple group). 
In this paper we prove a theorem which represents a seemingly necessary 
step toward the solution of the overall problem. To achieve the broadest 
scope for possible future applications, we have deliherately stated our result 
in very general terms. However, there is strong reason to believe that this 
degree of generality will, in fact, he required to obtain a complete analysis of 
the structure of O(N) and of its embedding in X. 
To state our theorem precisely, we need several preliminary notions, 
which we proceed to define. 
DEFINITIOX 1. Let G be a group of even order and let A be an abelian 
2-subgroup of G with m(A) -3 3. We shall call 0 an A-si$zaZizer functor on 
G provided for each involution u of A, there is associated a subgroup B(CG(u)) 
of &(u) with the following properties: 
* Thisresearch was partially supported by NSF Grant GP6379. 
’ Throughout we follow the notation of [3]. In particular, O(N) denotes the largest 
normal subgroup of odd order in N. 
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(a) B(C,(u)) C O(CG(u)) and Q(C,(u)) -!:I C,(U); 
(b) For any involution zI of A, @(Co(u)) n C,(v) C H(C,(z)); 
(c) If B is a subgroup of A such that m(A/B) 1:. 2, then 
(H(C,(u)))Z :- H(C,(u”)) 
for all u in &(1(B)# and all x in No(B). 
These conditions are obviously satisfied if ~(C,(U)) = 1 for all involutions 
u in A. In this case we call 0 the trivial .4-signalizer functor. The special cast 
that B(C,(u)) = O(Co(u)) for all u is of particular importance. 
In this case we set 0 = 0. Actuallya somewhat weaker assumption than the 
normality condition in (a) will suffice for the proof of our main results. (See 
the remark at the end of Section 2). 
DEFINITIOX 2. Let 0 be an A-signalizer functor on G. We denote by 
M,(A) the set of A-invariant subgroups K of G of odd order such that 
K = (K n 0(C,(u))I u ranging over the involutions of A). As usual, we 
write K E &&(A; p) if K E PI,(A) and K is a p-group. 
If K -= (Ki / 1 < i < m) and each Ki E M,(A), then clearly also 
K E M,(A). Furthermore, because of condition (c), Kx E MB(A) whenever 
K E M,(4) and x E No(A). On the other hand, if K E &(A), then Theorem 2.6 
below implies that C,(u) c 0(&(u)) for any u is &(A)#. But then if L is an 
A-invariant subgroup of K, we have 
L = (L n C,(u)1 u E QZ,(A)#; =-: ;L n O(C,(u))i u E Q&4)#) 
and hence L E &(A). These basic properties of 0 will be used repeatedly. 
If for all u in &(A)“, O(Co(u)) is th e unique maximal A-invariant sub- 
group of C,(U) of odd order, then it is easy to see that 0 = 0 is an A-signalizer 
functor on G and that every element of M(A) is contained in &(A). Thus 
H(A) = &(A) in this case. However, in general, l&(A) will be a proper 
subset of H(4); and this can occur even in the case 0 = 0. 
DEFINITION 3. Let 0 be an A-signalizer functor on G. A subgroup H 
of G containing A will be called A-j7ut zvith respect to 0 provided the elements 
of II,(A) contained in H all lie in O(H). 
It is immediate from the definition, if H -= Co(u), u an involution of A, 
that, in fact, H is A-flat with respect to 0. Indeed, if KC H and K E PI,(A), 
then 
K 2: (K n ll(C,(c))I 71 E Q,(A)#). 
But by condition (b) above, @(Co(v)) n H C B(H), whence K _C B(H) C O(H). 
In general, if H is A-flat with respect to 19, the elements of M,(A) contained 
in H possess a unique maximal element which is itself contained in O(H). We 
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shall denote this subgroup of O(I-I) by 19(1i). In view of the preceding para- 
graph, this is consistent with our previous terminology for e(C,(u)). Further- 
more, if L is an L4-invariant subgroup of H, B(H) n L contains every element 
of M,(A) lying in L. In this case, we shall write B(L) for B(H) n L. No am- 
biguity can arise in this definition of B(L), for if L is also contained 
in HI with H, .-l-flat with respect to H, Theorem 2.6 belo\v shows that 
H(N) n L ~2 H(1i,) n L. Finally when there is no danger of confusion, we 
shall say simply that H is A-flat. 
DEFINITION 4. An A-signalizer functor 0 on G will be calledjat provided 
any p-local subgroup of G, p odd, containing 4 is A-flat with respect to 0. 
In terms of these concepts we can now state the main theorem of the paper: 
'I'HEOREM A. If A is an abelian 2-subgroup qf the group G uith nz(,4) $ 6 
atld G possesses the jat A-signalizer functor 8, then the elements of l&(S) 
,generate a subgroup of G of odd order imariant under N,(A). 
We should like to explain the relationship of Theorem A to the general 
problem described above of determining the structure and embedding of 
O(N) in N. This can be best done in the context of some recent work of 
Thompson on groups of order relatively prime to 3 together with his earlier 
classification of :Xr-groups, in both of which a result similar to Theorem iz 
appears. 
In the course of his study of 3’-groups, Thompson has obtained what 
amounts to a very general sufficient condition for 0 itself to be a flat A- 
signalizer functor of the group G, where A is an element of SCN(S), S an 
&-subgroup of G. His conditions involve assumptions on the nonsolvable 
composition factors of the local subgroups of G. In particular, these conditions 
are vacuously satisfied if G is an N-group and also hold if G is a 3’-group, in 
which case the only nonsolvable composition factors to be considered are 
Suzuki groups. 
When G is a simple N-group or 3’-group with A in SCNa(S), Thompson 
shows, using a somewhat different approach from that of the present paper, 
that the set of all elements of Ho(A)gener a subgroup K of G of odd order. 
There seem to be considerable technical difficulties involved in attempting 
a direct generalization of Thompson’s procedure. In part at least, the signifi- 
cance of our Theorem A rests on the fact that its proof bypasses these diffi- 
culties. Unfortunately our assumption m(A) > 6, rather than m(A) 3 3 as 
in Thompson’s approach, appears to be essential. However, if an alternate 
proof of Theorem 4.2 below could be found, it would be possible to establish 
Theorem il under the weaker assumption m(A) > 5. (See final remark of 
Section 6). 
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C’ontinuing his analysis of simple N-groups and 3’-groups, ‘l’hompson 
goes on to show, if K f 1, that M ~~ KG(K) is strongly embedded in G--that 
is, M is a proper subgroup of G of even order containing the centralizer in G 
of each of its involutions and the normalizer in G of each of its Sylow 2- 
subgroups. From this he derives a contradiction by a now standard argument 
(cf. sections 9.2 and 9.3 of [3]). Th us K = 1 and consequently the A- 
signalizer functor 0 is trivial. In Thompson’s terminology, the effect of his 
complete argument is to establish that 2 E rTTq . Expressed in terms of our 
initial problem, his argument shows that if x is any involution of A and 
N = Cc(x), then, in fact, O(N) = 1. 
The preceding discussion should clearly indicate the role of Theorem 13 
for the general problem: it is the middle link in a three-part chain. The first 
part of the chain will involve the question of the existence of appropriate flat 
A-signalizer functors 0 on G, based upon assumptions concerning the non- 
solvable composition factors of the local subgroups of G containing A. On 
the other hand, the final link will involve a proof that G possesses no non- 
trivial A-signalizer functor 0, based upon the construction of a strongly 
embedded subgroup M of G in case the subgroup K generated by the elements 
of &(A) is nontrivial. We hope to investigate these general questions in the 
future. 
One cannot expect to prove in general that 0 itself is an A-signalizer 
functor on G, for Thompson’s conditions hold only under special circum- 
stances. In fact, they correspond primarily to the case in which the nonsol- 
vable composition factors of the local subgroups of G are of Lie type defined 
over a field of characteristic 2. Thus, for example, in the study of the general 
group G with abelian Sylow 2-subgroup A, Thompson’s conditions are not 
satisfied and therefore 0 is not an A-signal&r functor. On the other hand, 
the existence of an A-signalizer functor 0 for such groups with certain 
specified properties would, in fact, yield an alternate proof of J. H. Walter’s 
fundamental classification theorem [S] in the case m(A) 2 6. There is 
strong evidence that such an A-signalizer functor 0 does exist. 
Now a word about the proof of Theorem ‘4. In spirit it conforms very 
closely to the conceptual framework of C’hapter IV of [I], as further extended 
and axiomatized in [4], the primary objective being to establish certain 
E-theorems for the maximal elements of H,(A;p), p ranging over all odd 
primes. Because of our hypothesis on 8, the relation between various elements 
of PI,(A) can bc studied from a knowledge of the structure of 0(&(u)), u 
ranging over the involutions of A. As a result, the proof of Theorem A is 
considerably easier than the corresponding results in [I] and [4], even dis- 
counting simplifications due to Glauberman’s recent ZJ- and ZJ*-theo- 
rems [2], both of which we use crucially. 
Of central importance to our argument is a so-called relativized transitivity 
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theorem. Let P be a maximal element of &(.J;p), let Z be a minimal -4- 
invariant subgroup of Z(P), and let B be an elementary abelian subgroup of 
C,(Z) with nz(B) > 4. (Such subgroups I3 exist as 4/(C,(Z)) is cyclic and 
m(A) > 6). Also define II,(B) and kI,(B; p) analogously with L&(4) and 
&,(;1; p). Then our transitivity theorem deals with the set of B x Z invariant 
subgroups Q of I&(B; q), q an odd prime distinct from p, which are maximal 
subject to the condition &I, Z] = Q. 
The proof of Theorem A does not depend in an essential way upon the 
fact that A is a 2-group. As a result it has certain natural extensions to the case 
in which A is a p-group, p odd. Thompson has pointed out that such results 
are also needed for the study of simple groups. A heuristic reason for this can 
be seen from the fact that in the groups of Lie type over fields of characteristic 
2 the centralizers of elements of odd prime order in a Cartan subgroup have 
a structure analogous to those of the corresponding involutions in the groups 
of Lie type over fields of odd characteristic. For simplicity of exposition, we 
shall treat only theorem iz in complete detail; then in a final section we shall 
discuss the generalizations which exist for odd primes. However, the general 
results of Section 2, which are needed for both Theorem A and its extensions 
will be proved for arbitrary primes. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We need a few preliminary results, the first of which is a particular case of 
a well-known general fact (cf. Theorem 5.3.5 and Exercise 6.3 of [j’]): 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Z be an elementary abelian p-group acting on the p’-group 
K. Then 
(i) K = [K, 4 CdZ) 
(ii) [K, Z, Z] = [K, Z]. 
The next two elementary lemmas will be needed for the main result of this 
section. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Z be an elementary abelian p-group acting on the solvable 
p’-group K. If K = (Ki j 1 < i < n), where Ki aye Z-invariant subgroups 
of K such that [K, , Z] = Ki, 1 < i < n, then K = [K, Z]. 
Proof. Clearly [K, Z] contains [Ki , Z]. But [Ki , Z] = K, by assumption, 
whence [K, Z] >_ (Ki j 1 < i < n) = K and so [K, Z] = K. 




[K,H] -([K,,Hf]l I .:i. /Z,l :sj+??z>. 
Proof. If s E K and yi , yz E H, then by Lemma 2.4(ii) of [3], 
[“6 YlYZl = b-2 3’21[.? YII[X, Yl > &I i‘T Yll[% Yzl 
as H is abelian. Thus commutators of the form [x, y], x E K, y E H are 
linear in the second variable. Since H = :‘11, / 1 ( i < m), we conclude at 
once that 
[K, H] :: <[A-, HiI; I .. ; ‘:, m). 
Now set L ([K, , HJ I :< i ,n,l .<j:,m) and let XEK. Then ._ 
x =.-= xlsz ... s, , where each x,,, is in some K, , 1 < k :< r. We proceed by 
induction on Y to prove that [x, H] C: L. If r 1, this holds by the argument 
of the preceding paragraph. If Y > 1, set s’ = XX;‘, so that by induction 
[x’, H] _C L. But now if y E H, we have by Lemma 2.4(i) of [3] that 
[x, y] = [x’s,. ,rl -= [x’, Yl[X’, y, .%I[% ,Yl. 
But [x’, y] and [x,. , y] are both in L. Furthermore, since H 4 K, 
[x’, y] --- y’ E H, whence 
[x’, y, x,.] := [y’, XT] =- [Xr , y’]-’ EL. 
Thus [x, y] EL and the lemma is proved. 
Our next result will be needed at a critical point in Section 4 (Compare 
Theorem 4.2 below). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let B x Z be the direct product of a noncyclic elementary 
abelian r-group B and a nontrivial elementary abelian p-group Z, p and r 
primes, and suppose that BZ operates on the solvable {p, r)‘-group K in such a 
way that K = [AT, Z]. Let X be the collection of BZ-invariant subgroups X of K 
with the following properties: 
(a) [X, Z] = X. 
(b) 1 B : C,(X)1 < r2. 
Then C,(Z) = (C,(Z)/ XE Q. 
Proof. Set F = C,(Z) and W = (C,(Z)/ X E X). Then W C F and we 
must prove that F C W. Let Bi be the distinct maximal subgroups of B, 
I .cz i .< n. \Ve set Yi = [C,(B,), Z], Fi = C,(B,), 1 ,( i < n, and 
L := /Y, / 1 <, i r< n). Then each Yi is BZ-invariant and [Yi , Z] = Yi . 
Morecver, F :- (F, 1 I < i < n) as B is noncyclic. We next set 
X,j = (Yi, Yj), 1 < i, j ,( n. 
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Then Xfj is BZ-invariant and by Lemma 2.2. S,j = [Xij , Z]. Furthermore, 
B, n Bj centralizes Xij and, as each Bi is maximal in B, 1 B : Bi n Bj j : . r2. 
Thus 1 B : Ca(Xi,)l -< r2 and consequently -Xi! E .%, 1 << i,j < n. Finally 
we set Ieij = (Y{ ifEFj), 1 << ;,j < n. SincefcentralizesZ, [17IJ, Z] -: JTtf 
and consequently [I’,? , Z] -= Vij by Lemma 2.2. Since B leaves each Ik; 
invariant, we see that V,ij is also BZ-invariant. Furthermore, B, n B, cen- 
tralizes Vii and n-e conclude as with Xij that each Vij E X, 1 ‘5 z’,j _’ n. 
We shall prove the lemma by induction on K /. Furthermore, wc add 
to our induction hypothesis the assertion that L r K. Let N be a minimal 
normal BZ-invariant subgroup of K. Since K is solvable, H is an elementarv 
abelian q-group for some prime 4 1 p or Y. Set K = K/H. ThenF = C,(Z) 
is the image of F in K and [CF(B,), Z] = F? is the image of k; in 
K, 1 < i -< 71. In particular, E -= (Yi / 1 < i :< n) is the image of L in K. 
Next define the family E for K in the same way as X is defined for K and set 
W = (C,(Z)1 X E E). We claim iV is the image of W in x. Indeed, let 
X E % and let B, = C&X). Then C,(B,) contains a BZ-invariant subgroup 
X which maps onto X. We choose X minimal with these properties. Then 
[X, Z] maps onto [X, Z] = X, whence X = [X, Z] by our minimal choice 
of X. Since B, centralizes X and j B : B, 1 $ r2 it follows that X E J. Thus 
every element of x is the image of an element of x. We conclude at once that 
W is the image of Win K. Since [K, Z] = R, our results hold by induction 
for K. Thus Ei = II7 and K -: L. We conclude therefore that F zz W(F n If) 
and that K = HL. 
Consider first the case that D = [H, Z] + 1. Since H is elementary 
abelian, Z has no nontrivial fixed points on D, whence [C,(Bi), Z] = C,(B,). 
Thus C,(B,) C Y, , I < i < n. Since B is noncyclic, it follows that 
DC(YJ1 <i<?z>=L.ThusHnL2Dfl.ButHnL~HL=K 
as N (1 K and H is abelian, whence H = H n L by the minimality of H. 
In particular, K = L. Furthermore, [K, H] 4 K and consequently 
either [K, H] = 1 or [K, H] = H. However, in the first case Ii centralizes 
K, whence H _C Z(K). But then H = D by the minimality of H and so Z has 
no nontrivial fixed points on H. Thus F n H = 1 and we conclude that 
F = W, completing the induction. Hence we may assume without loss that 
[K, H] = H. 
Now H=(FnH) x D. Since D=(Y,nDIlq,‘i<n) and 
F n H = (Fi n H 1 1 < i < n), it follows that 
H = (Fi n H, Yi n H 1 1 < i < n). 
Since K = ( Yi 1 1 < i < n) and His abelian, we conclude from Lemma 2.3 
and the fact that H = [K, H] that 
H = ([Y, ,Fj n H], [Yi , Yj n H], 1 < i,j < n). 
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But [ITj , Fj n H] C Vij n II and [ITi , Yj n H] L Xij n H for all i, j, as 
follows at once from the definitions of C’;, and Xii . Since Vi, E X 
and Sij E .t and since His abelian, it is immediate that the intersection of the 
right side of (2.1) with F is contained in IN Thus F n H C W and we con- 
clude that F = W. Again both parts of the induction are completed. 
Now consider the case that I1 [H, Z] =m I, whence H CF. Since Z 
centralizes 13, so does K ~~~ [K, Z] and consequently H _C Z(K). Suppose 
next that K possesses a minimal normal BZ-invariant subgroup :V distinct 
from H. Then, as with t-I, we may assume that N C F, whence 
H2V = H x LV _C F. Since K mm Ml, it -follows that HI = H&V n L f I. 
But HI 4 L and HI centralizes H, whence N, 4 K. Since HI _C L n F, we 
may assume without loss to begin with that H c L n F, whence K = L and 
F = W, as required. Thus it suffices to consider the case in which H is the 
unique minimal normal BZ-invariant subgroup of K. In particular, 
O,,(K) = 1. 
Let Q be a BZ-invariant S,-subgroup of K and let T be the largest normal 
subgroup of K which centralizes Z(Q), Setting k : K/T, it is easily verified 
that O,(k) = 1 (cf. Exercise 6.12 of [3]). Consider first the subcase that 
T C K, in which case l? ~~ O,,(g) is nontrivial. Since 
WK) = 1, Z(Q) C 2(0,(K)) 
as K is q-constrained. Setting i2 = czto cK))(T), it follows that rl is a normal 
abelian q-subgroup of K centralized iy T and containing Z(Q). Clearly 
H L Z(Q), so H _C A. Furthermore, Z? acts on A and, by definition of T, i? 
does not centralize A. Since k is a q’-group and H C Z(K), we conclude that 
,4,, = [.4, A] f 1 and -40 n H 1. But A, 4 K since T centralizes A,, 
and Z? 4 k, contrary to our present assumption that His the unique minimal 
normal subgroup of K. Thus T -mm= K and so Z(Q) C Z(K). But now the 
uniqueness of H yields that II : sZ,(Z(Q)) C F and that R acts irreducibly 
on H. 
Suppose next that Q C R. Setting Q,, == [Q, Z], we have Q0 4 Q and 
[Q,, , Z] 7: QO. If Q,, f 1, then Q, n Z(Q) # 1. Since Q,, n Z(Q) is B- 
invariant, it follows that I$ C Q, n Z(Q). By induction, Q,, _C L and therefore 
H C I&‘, whence K =-- 1, and F :~: W. On the other hand, if 8,) = 1, Z 
centralizes Q and so Q CF. But then K =- [K, Z] centralizes O,(K). Since 
O,,(K) =m 1 and K is q-constrained, this implies that K =: O,(K) C F, in 
which case K --~~ 1 and the lemma holds trivially. Thus we are reduced to 
the case that Q L K. 
We have Q = HL and hence sZ,(Z(L)) L lln,(Z(Q)) = H. Since B acts 
irreducibly on H, it follows that l&(2(L)) = E-I, whence H 2 L and Q = L. 
Let M be a minimal normal subgroup of Q containing Z(Q) properly. If 
M C F, then Q == [Q, Z] centralizes M, whence M C Z(Q), contrary to our 
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choice of Jl. Thus M$F. Clearly JiJ/Z(:(Q) G Sr,(Z(Q/Z(Q)) and B acts 
irreducibly on X/Z(Q). It follows at once that 1%’ = Z(Q) M$ , lvhere 
[;\I, , Z] -2 -11, , LK‘i is B-invariant, and ilrl, C Y, for some i. Since Q I, 
and lfj s Z(Q), [M, , 1-J - 1 for some j. But [Mi , Yi] is a B-imariant 
subgroup of Z(Q) and so H C [:;21, Yj], whence H C Sj, = (Yyi, I-,,,. 
Hence II 7 II’ and F = II’ in this case as well. 
\Vc need another result of the same general type. 
I,I:~Ix~ 3.5. Let B be an elementary abelian r-group, r a prime, Gth 
m(B) :-. 3, which acts Ott the solzable r’-group K. Assume the follozving condi- 
t ions hold: 
(a) K == ,:K(b)i b t B#>, zvherr k’(b) is a B-invariant subgroup of C,(b). 
(b) Jf b, 6’ c BX then C,,,,(b’) L K(b’). 
(c) [f b t B#‘, then K(b) -1 C,(b). 
Then if F is any B-invariant subgroup of A', we have 
F = ~‘F n K(b)1 b E B#>. 
Proof. Set II’ ~- <F n K(b), b E B#>. We need only prove that FL W. 
Suppose first that K is an elementary abelian g-group for some prime q. Let 
T be a subgroup of B of type (Y, Y) and let 6, , 1 :< K .< Y -(- 1, be generators 
of the distinct subgroups of T of order Y. Then we have 
K = K,, x KI x a** x K,+l , 
where K,, : C’,(T) and K,. = [C&b,.), T], 1 .i k d Y i- I. It follows now 
from conditions (a) and (b) t!rat K;, c K(b,) for all k and that 
K, c: K(b,), 1 < k z-1 r + 1. 
This implies that K(b,) = C,(b,), 1 < k < Y + 1. Since 
F :: <CF(bl)j 1 < k S: r + I), 
we conclude at once in this case that F -- IV. 
To treat the general case, we let Bj be the distinct maximal subgroups of B 
and set T;;(b) : CKcb)(Bi), 1 -: i .< 11, b E B#. Since B is noncyclic, 
K == (~ 17i(b)i I :< i >< PZ, b E Bgj. We proceed by induction on 1 K 1 as in 
Lemma 2.4. If H is a minimal normal B-invariant subgroup of K, then it 
follows directly that H is an elementary abelian q-group for some prime q f r 
and that F = W(F n II). 
Suppose first that [H, K] = M. Setting RIj = C,(B,), I ‘.j ~1: n, we 
have II : ,‘Ef, I 1 <j ’ n?, lvhence 
[H, K] = ([H, , Iii(b)]1 1 < i,j < n, b E B#) 
481:x1,2-7 
by Lemma 2.3. Since nz(B) >. 3, there exists for any i and J’ an element 
4, f 1 in Bi n Bj . We have H., C CH(blj) and by condition (b) Y,(h) c K(b,,). 
But then [H, , Y,(b)] C K(bij) by condition (c). Thus H ‘II n K(b), b E B#> 
and we conclude at once that I-I satisfies the conditions of the lemma. Since 
/I is an elementary abelian q-group, the first paragraph of the proof now yields 
that F R H C W, whence F C k17. 
We can therefore assume that [W, K] C 11. Since [H, K] ,<I K, [H, K] -- 1 
by the minimality of H and so 11 C Z(K). Arguing now as in Lemma 2.4, we 
conclude easily that H is the unique minimal B-invariant normal subgroup 
of K and that H =-- Qn,(Z(Q)) _C F, w h ere Q is a B-invariant S,-subgroup 
of R. Set L = ;CJ n K(b); b E B #>. Bv induction L and Q have the same 
images in K/H, whence Q - HL. Since 1Z Qr(Z(Q)), this forces H CL 
and so 0 =- 1,. If Q C K, it follows now by- induction that H L W n 0, 
whence E’ c JJ. 
Suppose finally that Q r K. Let .M be a minimal B-invariant normal sub- 
group of (2 containing H properly. Then TIT/H c Qr(Z(Q/H)) and B acts 
irreducibly on M/H, whence Bi centralizes AT/H for some i. Applying induc- 
tion to Q/H, it follows at once that M ~~ H&f, , where M, is B-invariant and 
My C J,(b) for every b in B,#. If H C Mj , then H ‘,- JJ. and hence F G W; 
so we ma! assume that N g M, . Our conditions on N novv forct 
HMi y= H x Mi and hence AI, is elementary abelian. Since N Q,(Z(Q)), 
this implies that Mi $2(Q), whence H C [M, , Y,(b’)] for suitable j and 
h’, 1 I.< j ‘;. n, b’ E Be. Choosing b,j -- 1 in Bi n B, , it follows from 
condition (b) that both M, and I;(b’) arc contained in K(bj,), whence 
1-I C K(bi,) by condition (c). Thus H i JJ- and so F C M’ in this case as well. 
Lemma 2.5 implies the following important property of .l-signalizer 
functors. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let A be an abelian 2-subgroup of the group G with m(.A) > 3 
and lrt 0 be an A-signalizer fwctor on G. If A’ E II,(A), then 
for all u in Q,(A)#. 
C,(U) = K n S(CG(2~)) 
Proof. Let B be an elementary abelian subgroup of A of order 8. Set 
K(a) --= K n 0(&(a)), a E 52,(,4#), so that K = <k’(a)! n E Qn,(A)#) by 
definition of H,(A). Furthermore, if b E B#, we have C,(,)(b) C K(b) by 
condition (b) in the definition of an ail-signalizer functor. Since B is non- 
cyclic, it follows that K(a) C (K(b)1 b E B#’ for any a in Q,(A#). Thus 
K = <K(b)] b E B#) and so conditions (a) and (b) of the preceding lemma 
hold. We show that condition (c) also holds. 
Let b E B#. Setting C = C,(b), we have K(b) c 19(c). But 0(C) 4 C by 
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condition (a) in the definition of an =l-signalizer functor and hence 
K(b) = K n O(C) is normal in K n C = CK(b), thus establishing condition (c). 
But now C,(U) = (C,&u)I b E B#> by the preceding lemma. Since 
CKtb)(u) C K(u) = K n @(C,(u)) for all b in B#, the theorem follows. 
As a corollary-, we have 
1,~xv.x 2.7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.6, ;f B is a noncyclic 
subgroup of il and K E &I,(4), then K E H,(B). 
Proof. Since R is noncyclic, K = /C,(u)’ u E Q,(B)#,>. Applying 
Theorem 2.6, it follows that K = .K n O(C,(u)~ u EQ~(B)*\, whence 
K E II,(B). 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 2.6 is the only place in the paper ‘in 
which m-e need the assumption @(C,(a)) Q C’,(a), a E Qr(,Z)#. In fact, wt 
need only assume that B(C,(b)) ~1 A(C,(b)) for each b in B#, where A(C,(b)) 
is a subgroup of C,(b) having the property that every d-invariant subgroup 
of C,(b) of odd order lies in A(C,(b)). For then in the above argument 
K n C C A(C) and the assumption O(C) (1 A(C) would suffice to yield the 
desired condition (c). 
3. THE MAXIMAL ELEMENTS OF &(d;p) 
For the balance of the paper we assume that G is a group satisfying the 
hypothesis of Theorem A. Thus -4 is an abelian a-subgroup of G with 
m(,4) >, 6 and 0 is a flat .4-signalizer functor on G. This notation and these 
assumptions will be preserved throughout the paper. 
It will be convenient to let @(A; p) denote the set of all maximal elements 
of &(A; p), p any odd prime. 
The proof of the Thompson transitivity theorem (Theorem 8.54 of [3]) 
can be modified to yield the following basic result: 
THEOREM 3.1. For any odd prime p, &C,(A)) permutes the elements of 
I$(A; p) transitively under conjugation. 
Proof. Set C = C’,(-4) d an note that since C C C,(U) for any- involution 
zc of -4, O(C) = O(C,(u)) n C is well-defined. Let Yr , .Ya ,..., -9; be the sets 
of transitivity of the elements of II,*(A; p) under the action of O(C,(A)) and 
suppose by way of contradiction that t 3, 1. Then 1 $ Hz(A; p). 
Choose PI E .Yi, P, E 9’! with i f j in such a way that D = PI n Pz has 
maximal order and suppose D f 1. Then certainly D C P, , 1 .< k < 2. Set 
N =: iv,(D) and let Qk = XPk(D), so that f&. 3 D, 1 < k .< 2. Since 
m(.4) > 3, there thus exists an involution u in A such that Ca4(u) -f i, 
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ahcre & = Q,,./D, I .‘. k :’ 2. But then H,, -= Coi(u) $ D, whence 
RR,/) 1 D, 1 R ( 2. Set H =: C,(u), so that R,: Z H, I .;’ k ~” 2. Since 
R,. C I’,, , R,. E &(A; p). But H is =l-flat as A is an d-signalizer functor on 
G, whence R,. C O(H), 1 :< h :; 2. Thus R,. i-L -- D(n- n H(H)), 1 <: k .- 2. 
Since 1, is odd and since D E I&(A), IS.C also have that L t I&(.3). Hence 
R,fl is contained in an A-invariant S,-subgroup T,, of L and 
Tk E &(A; p), I k ~2. 
Furthermore Tz =- T,” for some .V in C,-(.-!). Since 1, E II,( uxz have, in 
fact, m E O(C). Finally let P E II,*(A; p) with P ? Tl . Then P, n PI R,D 1 D, 
whence P E $ by our maximal choice of D. Likewise P”’ n Pz 1 R,D 3 D 
and so P” t .Yj . Since x E B(C), we conclude that P E .Y, , whence i -: j, a 
contradiction. We have thus proved that 1: r‘l P, mm~ 1 whenever PI E -Y, 
and Pz E .‘fi with i +I’. 
1Ve now choose PI in .Y; and Pz in ,Yz and u in n,(,l)# such that 
Q,,. CP,.(u) f I, I ::- k < 2. Setting H = C,(U), we again have that 
Q,: r-‘ B(H), I :: k S: 2 and that both Q1 and Q?“’ arc contained some ,4- 
invariant S,-subgroup R, of B(H), w h ere s E C,&A). Then R, E &(A; p) 
and if P c M,*(A; p) with P 3 R, , it follows that P n PI 2 0, , so P E $ by 
the preceding paragraph. Likewise P n PzE 2 QzJ‘, so PQ~” E -Y; for the same 
reason. Since s E C’,(,,(A) C O(C), ~\e conclude that Pz E .Y; , lvhich is not 
the case, and the theorem is proved. 
This theorem has the following corollar!-, which is derir.ed exactI!. as in the 
proof of Theorem 8.5.6 of [3]. 
THEOREM 3.2. For any oddprimep, let P E Ilg(il; p) and set 1%’ h’,(A), 
C C,(A), and K = N,(P). Then A’ (N n K) O(C). 
As a further corollary, wc have 
LEKU.~ 3.3. Let P E Mz(A;p) and let u be nn imolution of A. Then 
C,(u) is an S,-subgroup of @(C,(u)). 
Proqf. Set H C,(U) and let Q be an A-invariant S,l-subgroup of N(H). 
Then Q E I?I,(A; p) and consequently Q C R for some R in IIt(A; p). But 
then Rx ~=- P for some x in H(C,(A)) by Theorem 3.1. Since 
C,(A) c C,(u) -7 H, 
we have s E B(H). Thus QJ C O(H), whence Q” is also an S,,-subgroup of 
B(N). Since Qz C Rx = P, the lemma is proved. 
4. KELATIVIZED TRANSITIVITY THEOREMS 
Let p be an odd prime for which &&(A; p) is nontrivial and let P E I<,*(A; p). 
1,ct Z be a minimal A-invariant subgroup of Z(P). Then Z is elementary 
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abelian and A/A0 is cyclic, where A,, := C,(Z). Since m(A) > 6 by hypo- 
thesis, m(A,) > 5. We let B be an arbitrary elementary subgroup of A, of 
index at most 2 in &?,(A,,). Thus m(B) > 4 and B has index at most 4 in 
Qr(A). We preserve this notation throughout the section. 
We shall be interested in establishing various analogues of Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2 for Z-invariant elements of &(A; q), q a prime distinct from p. In 
order to do this, we must first derive a transitivity theorem for certain 
BZ-invariant q-subgroups of G. It will be convenient to introduce the follow- 
ing notation: 
We shall say that K E M,(B) provided K is a B-invariant subgroup of G 
of odd order and K = (K n U(u)1 u E B#). 
As with A, Theorem 2.6 implies that if L is a B-invariant subgroup 
of K and K E Cl,(B), then L E I&(B). Likewise if 1 K 1 is odd, 
K = (Ki ( 1 :< i < m) and Ki E H@(B), then K E M,(B). Furthermore, if 
K E S&(B) and .Y E N,(B), then K” E M,(B). Obviously every A-invariant 
element of I&(B) is contained in I&(A). Furthermore, if P, is any A-invariant 
subgroup of P, we shall write K E II,(AP,) and K E &(BP,) if K is respec- 
tively a P,,-invariant element of &(A) or M.,(B) of order prime top. If K is a 
q-group, we write correspondingly K E Sl,(AP,; q) or K E I&(BP,; q). We 
denote the set of maximal elements of &(AP,,; q) and &(BP,,; y) by 
%W’,, ; q) and KW’, ; 9) respectively. Finally if U E I@(AP,, ; q) or 
@(BP,, ; q) and Q = [U, PO] f 1, we write correspondingly Q s Ni(AP,, ; q) 
or Q E &(BPO ; q). On the other hand, if no such U exists-equivalently, if 
PO centralizes every element of l&(AP, ; q) or &(BP, ; q) respectively-we 
set Mi(AP, ; q) or &(BP,, ; q) = (13. 
We note that so far as we presently know it is entirely possible, for some P,, , 
that, on the one hand, 1 $&(AP, ; q), say; while, on the other hand, P,, 
centralizes some element of @(APO ; q). \/T re shall show later that, in fact, 
this situation does not arise when P,, = 2. Observe also that if 
Q E kIk(AP” ; q) or &(BP,, ; q), then [Q, P,,] = Q and Q E&,(AP,, ; q) or 
Il,(BP,, ; q) respectively. 
Our primary goal will be to obtain a transitivity theorem for the elements 
of &(BZ ; q). To do this, we must first establish a result concerning the 
embedding of C,(Z) in C,(Z) for any K in &(BZ). We need the following 
elementarv lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let H he a subgroup of G containing A and assume that H is 
-4-Jut with respect to 0. Then every element of M,(B) contained in H lies in B(H). 
Proof. Let K E I&(B) with K C H. By definition, 
K = (K n @(C,(U))] u E B#). 
But since A C H, H n e(C,(u)) is both a subgroup of H and an element of 
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II,(A). Since H is d-flat by hypothesis, H n @(C,(u)) _C B(H). Since K C H, 
this yields K n @(C,(u)) C B(N) for all u in B#, whence K C H(H), as 
asserted. 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf K t II, and [K, Z] = K, then 
Proof. Set C = C,(Z) and IV = 0,(0(C)). Let X be the collection of 
BZ-invariant subgroups X of K which satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.4. 
Then each X E II,( [X, Z] -Y, and (C,(Z) -z (C,(Z)/ X E X). Hence 
to prove the theorem, it will suffice to show that 1’ m_ C,(Z) _C W for any 
X t X. Note that YE I&(B). 
Since m(B) > 4, C,(X) contains a four subgroup 1’. Let ui be the involu- 
tions of T, set Hi = C,(u,), and let Pi =: P n H, , 1 :< i .-< 3. Then 
(X, A, Z) C Hi and by Lemma 3.3, Pi is an SD-subgroup of B(H,), 1 cs i c. 3. 
Since Z c Z(P), Z E Z(P,) and consequently Z C O,,,,(B(Hi)), 1 <: i ::: 3. 
Since [S, Z] = X, it follows that X C O,,(e(H,)), I >s i :-I 3. Since Y C -\-, 
we conclude that [Y, Pi] is a $-group, 1 << i :< 3. 
Next set N = No(Z), so that C (i N, A C N, and I’ C C. Since Z C Z(P), 
also P C C. By hypothesis, N is A-flat and therefore P C 0(N). Furthermore, 
P is an SD-subgroup of B(N) as P E Mf(,il; p). In addition, we have 
P = PIPzPts. Let R = P n O,,,.(QN)) and set Hi - R n Pi , 1 < i ,< 3. 
Then R is an SD-subgroup of 0,,,,(0(N)) and R :: R,R,R, . Furthermore, 
since T7 E I&(B), it follows from the preceding lemma that Y C B(N). Set 
L = 0(N) and J? = L/O,(L) and use bars for images in Z;. Then Z? = O,(i) 
and Y Ci. But [Y, Ri] is a p/-group for all i, whence [Y, Ri] is both a p’- 
group and a p-group, I < i .< 3. Thus P centralizes each f7, and so Y 
centralizes R. Since 1 is of odd order, it is solvable and hence is p-constrained. 
Therefore C,(R) C R, whence Y C 8, forcing Y =: i. We conclude that 
Y C 0,(0(N)). Since Y C C C IV, Y C W = 0,(8(C)), as asserted. 
THEOREM 4.3. For any odd prime y f p, O,(e(Co(AZ))) and 
O,,(e(Co(BZ))) permute the elements of I&(dZ; q) and Elh(BZ; q) respec- 
tively transitively under conjugation. 
Proof. Since Co(AZ) and C,(BZ) are each A-invariant subgroups of the 
*g-flat group C,(Z), B(Co(AZ)) and S(C,(BZ)) are each well-defined. Both 
parts of the theorem are proved in essentially identical fashion. To simplify 
the exposition, we treat only the case of BZ. The proof for ilZ is obtained 
by replacing B by A throughout the argument. Since B C A, any AZ- 
invariant q-subgroup of G is BZ-invariant. Using this observation at appro- 
priate places, the entire proof will be seen to carry over to AZ. If 
Eii(BZ; y) -= { 11, the theorem is obvious, so we may assume that 1 $ l&(BZ; q). 
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Let Y; , 97 ,..., Yf be the sets of transitivity of the elements of IIk(BZ; p) 
under the action of V = O,(S(C,(SZ))). By way of contradiction, we suppose 
that t > 1. Choose I7r , C;, in I$(BZ; Q) so that Qi == [Ur , Z] E Y: and 
Q, = [O; , Z] E 9$ with i # j. By our assumption, Q, # 1, 1 ~2 k ~’ 2. 
We shall first argue that U, n C, == 1. Assume false and among all such 
choices of U, , U, , i, j, choose I”, , C;, , i, and j so that D -.- li, n Gz has 
maximal order. 
Suppose first that D contains both Qi and Q, Then Q, c r’? , whence 
Q, --= [Q, , Z] C [U, , Z] == Qa and likewise Q, C Qr . Thus Qi -=- Q, and 
consequently i = j, a contradiction. Therefore at least one of Q, , Q? is not 
contained in D. For definiteness, assume Q, g D. Since Qa -3 CT, , DQ, is 
a subgroup of U, containing D properly. Hence if we set R, _ DNQp(D), we 
see that A, 3 D. If also Qi $ D, we define R, =~ DNQ1(D) and have R, 1 D. 
3Ioreover, in this case, Z does not centralize R, , for otherwise Z would 
centralize both D and C,*(D), each of which is contained in R, . But then Z 
would centralize Q1 by Theorem 5.3.4 of [3], contrary to the fact that 
[Q, , Z] = Q1 # 1. On the other hand, if Q1 (7 D, we define R, LVo,(D) 
and again we have that R, 3 D and that Z does not centralize R, . In all 
cases, R, E I&(X; 9) and R,BZ C IV = NC(D), 1 Y: k .> 2. 
Now set R, = R,/D, so that R, f T and BZ acts on R,< , I ..: k 2. 
Since m(B) > 4, there exists an element b in B# such that Cab(b) f i for 
both k = I and 2. If Z does not centralize D, v-e choose b arbitrarily with this 
property. In the contrary case Z does not centralize R, since it does not 
centralize R, and consequently Z does not centralize Cli,(B1) for some four 
subgroup B, of B. In this case we choose b in B1# so that also CR,(~) -#: i, 
which we can do as B, is noncyclic. icow if Qk. g D, then Qk n R, maps onto 
R,. by definition of R, and consequently S, m: Q, A CR,(b) maps onto 
CRp(b). Thus S,cD 1 D and S, E M,(BZ; 9). In particular, this is true for 
k = 2. On the other hand, if Qr C D, then R, = DC,l(Z) and so CRl(Z) 
maps onto R, . In this case we set S, -= CR1((Z, b)) and again obtain the 
conclusions S,D 3 D and S, E D,(BZ; q). 
Next set H = C,(b), so that (A, S, , S, , Z\ G H. Since P f~ H is an 
S,-subgroup of B(H) by Lemma 3.3 and since Z 5 Z(P n H); it follows that 
Z c O,,,,(B(H)). But then [S, , Z] C [O,,(B(H)), Z] and hence to determine 
the embedding of S,. in H, vve need only determine that of C,i(Z). Consider 
first the case that Qli $ D, whence S, C Q,< and so Cslc(Z) c Cot(Z). Set 
C m= Co(Z) and W = 0,,(0(C)). Since [Qk. , Z] = Q,: and Qlc E I/I,(BZ), we 
can therefore apply Theorem 4.2 to conclude that C’,*(Z) _C W. On the other 
hand, S, (7 N and U n N normalizes the q-group D. Hence if we set 
L = D(N n N), we conclude in this case that 
S,(D C DIO,t(O(Il)), Z]( W n L). (4.1) 
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In particular, this holds for k = 2. We denote the right-hand side of (4.1) 
by K. Then K E I$,(BZ). In the remaining case, Qr L D and S, centralizes Z, 
whence S, normalizes IV as well as I, and so S, normalizes K. We conclude 
therefore in either case that S,K E II,( Hence if 7; denotes a BZ- 
invariant A’,-subgroup of S,K containing S,D, it follows that Ti t M,(BZ; q). 
-41~0, [Ti , Z] -7 1. Moreover, if I’ denotes an element of PI~(BZ; q) con- 
taining 7; , we have Q [1.:, Z] ;-’ 1 and consequently Q E IIL(BZ; q) But 
Ul n 1). 2 S,D 3 D, whence Q t .‘<. bv our choice of C!, , I ;! . 
Finally since S,D L K, there exists. a BZ-invariant S,-subgroup YI, of K 
containing S,D and we have Tz L 7;,l’ for some s in (;r(BZ). 17:e claim that 
.3: can be chosen to lie in T’ O,,(O(C,(BZ))). Indeed, setting 
we have [A/, Z] =- .lil and 111 t II,( whence C,(Z) i W by Theorem 4.2. 
But then by definition of K, we see that CK(BZ) c D(W n K). Since 
DC T,, , 1 - k ‘-: 2, we conclude that s can be taken in C,(BZ). But 
C,, : C,(BZ) C C and so 
Cw(BZ) = IVn C,, = O,,(O(C))n Co, 
Since 0(C) n C,, C H(C,), it follows that C,(BZ) C: O,(B(C,)) I’, whence 
x E v. 
Thus Q E .‘/: . But Q” = [ li’“, Z] and c;” n Uz 2 S,D 3 D. Therefore 
p” E .(<. by our choice of C:, and LTz , whence i = j, a contradiction. 
We now use the conclusion we have derived to obtain a final contradiction. 
Choose Ur , CT, in EIz(BZ; q), so that Qi -= [CT, , Z] E ?L”i and 
Q, = [U,,Z]t.Y2. 
Since Qld f 1, we can choose b in B# so that R,< = CQk(b) f I, for both 
k = I and 2 and so that Z does not centralize R, . Setting I-I = C,(b) and 
K = [0,(0(H), Z](Wn H), 
it follows as above that R,. L K, 1 5: R : 2, that C,(BZ) 2 F, and that 
K E &(BZ). If S, denotes a BZ-invariant S,-subgroup of K containing R, , 
it follows that S, E PI,(BZ; q) and that R,” C S, for some element x in 
V n K. Since Z does not centralize R, , also Z does not centralize S, . Hence 
if U is an element of PT,*(BZ; q) containing S, , then Q = [I/, Z] + 1, 
whence Q E .q for some i. Since U n Ur 2 R, + I, Q E .Yi by the first part 
of the proof. On the other hand, U A l?zx Z R,” # 1 and, as x t I/, 
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But then Q E ,Y2 , again by the first part of the proof. This contradiction 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
The theorem enables us to give the following alternative description of the 
elements of I&(.X; 4) and II,(BZ; 4). 
I,EMMA 4.4. Q E &(dZ; y) or IIi(BZ; 9) ;f and o?zZy $8 E II,(AZ; 4) or 
M,(BZ; q) respectively and Q is maximal subject to the condition [Q, Z] Z. 
Proof. Let R be an element of &(dZ; q) or II,(BZ; 4) maximal subject 
to the condition [R, Z] L R and let U be an element of II,*(AZ; 4) or 
kI,*(BZ; q), as the case may be, containing R. Then R =: [R, Z] c [U, Z] = R,. 
Since [R, , Z] = R, and also R, E &(BZ; q), it follows that R ~~ R, by our 
maximal choice of R. But then if R f 1, we see that R t &(AZ; q) or 
I$(BZ; q), as the case may be. But then by the theorem, Q = RL for some x 
in O,(B(C,(=lZ))) or O,(H(C,(BZ))) respectively and consequently Q satis- 
fies the same conditions as R. On the other hand, if R = 1, then clearly Z 
centralizes every element II,*(AZ; y) or I@(BZ; 4) and so (11 = &(-4Z; 4) 
or &(BZ; q), as the case may be. Thus the lemma holds in either case. 
The theorem has several important consequences which we proceed to 
derive. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let Q E I&(AZ; q) OY &(BZ; q). Corresponding& set 
N = No(AZ) or N,(BZ), C = C,(.4Z) or C,(BZ), Y = 0,(0(C)), and 
K = No(Q). Then we have 
(i) A’ = (IV n K) V; 
(ii) B(C) = (H(C) n K) V. 
Proof. \\‘e have Q = [U, Z] for some U in @(AZ; 4) or kI,*(BZ; q), as 
the case may be. If x E N, then also Ux E M,*(AZ; 4) or I@(BZ; q), whence 
Q” E IIi(AZ; 4) or Hi(BZ; q), as the case may be, and so Q = QY for some 
y in V by Theorem 4.3. Since I’ C AV, it follows that xy-l E N n K. But then 
.x : (xy--‘) y E (LV n K) V. Since s was arbitrary, (i) holds. Moreover, (ii) 
follows in the same way, as P i’ 0(C). 
THEOREM 4.6. The following holds: 
(i) &4 normalizes some element of Hi(BZ; q). 
(ii) Any element of Hi(AZ; q) is an element of I/Ik(BZ; q). 
Proof. Let Q E l&(BZ; q) and let C, N, I’, K be as in Theorem 4.5, 
defined relative to BZ. Since X = (N n K) V and ( V ( is odd, N n K 
contains an S,-subgroup R of N. But A C IV, whence A’J G R C K for 
some y in A’. But then A normalizes Qr = Q7t--’ and Q, E Hi(BZ; q), proving 
(iI- 
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Xow let Q E I&(-42; 4) If Q -= 1. it follows at once from (i) that also 
H;(BZ; q) { 11, so (ii) holds in this case. Suppose then that Q f 1, let 
7-?~ II,*(&4Z; 4) with C 3 Q. By Lemma2.7, c’ E II?,(BZ; 9). Let r’r E IIt(BZ; Q) 
with r’, 3 c’- and set Q, _ [C-r , Z], whence Q == [Q, Z] i_: [CT1 , Z] = Q, . 
Thus Q, 7 1 and so Q, E ZIi(BZ; 4). But then by the proof of (i), R -= 0,” 
is A4-invariant for some x in I’. Moreover, 
But now we conclude from Theorem 4.3, applied to AZ, and from Lemma 4.4 
that R’ _C Q for some y in O;(O(C,(AZ))) Thus : Ku 1 :. 0 . But then 
/ Ql j _ j R I .-_ / R” -~;Q.Ontheotherhand,iQ, ._ Q,;asQcQr. 
We conclude that Q = Qr E I&(BZ; q), proving (ii). 
\Ve can now establish the main consequence of our transitivity theorem. 
THEOREM 4.7. P normalizes some element of &(AZ; q) fey any prime y. 
Proof. Let Q E I&(AZ; y). The theorem is obvious if Q 1, so we may 
assume that Q f 1. Let .@ be the set of all elementary abelian subgroups 
B of A, = C,(Z) of index at most 2 in .0,(,4,,). Then the entire preceding 
discussion applies for each B in 9. In particular, Q E I$(R%; 9) for each B 
in 3 by the preceding theorem. 
Let B be an arbitrary element of d and let C, N, V, K be defined as in 
Theorem 4.5, relative to BZ. Since C is an A-invariant subgroup of W and N 
is A-flat, O(C) is defined and has odd order. Since C,(B) E II,(A) and since 
C,(B) r C, it follows that C,(B) C O(C). Now rZ C K == .Vc(Q) and by 
Theorem 4.5(ii), O(C) = (B(C) n AI) I’, where V = 0,(0(C)). Hence 
B(C) n K contains a conjugate of C,(B) by an element of C,,(&-4). Thus if I\’ 
denotes an A4-invariant ,‘?,-subgroup of B(K), it follows that 
for all B in .g. Since P E IIr(z-l; p), Theorem 3.1 now forces 
CR(B)! : (‘l&?); 
for all B in A. 
However, by a result of Wielandt [9], the order of any 8,(d,)-invariant 
p-group, p odd, is completely determined by the orders of the centralizers 
of the elements of .%?. Since 1 C,(B)1 = 1 C,(B)/ for each B in g’, we therefore 
conclude that j R 1 = / P j . But then R E @(A; p) by Theorem 3.1. In 
particular, both R and P are A-invariant SD-subgroups of 6’(C), whence 
P :-: Rv for some y in Cs(c,(A), Thus AP normalizes Qr x 0~. Since y E C, 
y centralizes rlZ and consequently also Q, E I&(AZ; a), completing the 
proof. 
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As a corollary, we have 
THEOREM 4.8. For any odd prime q f p, if P centralizes every AP- 
invariant element of l&(AZ; q), then Z centralizes every element of Pi,(AZ; 4). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.7, P normalizes some element Q of LIi(AZ; q). If 
P centralizes Q, then so does 2 and hence Q = 1. But then { 11 = I&(-4Z; q) 
and consequently 2 centralizes every element of II,(AZ; q). 
We can also prove 
THEOREM 4.9. For any odd prime q f p, C,(AZ) permutes the elements 
of II$(AZ; q) transitively under conjugation. 
Proof. Set C = C,(Z) and IV’ ~~-= N,(Z). As usual, we have that 
e(C) is defined and has odd order. It follows that an element of I?,(.4Z; q) 
maximal subject to being contained in C is nothing but an d-invariant 
SD-subgroup of 0(C) and hence that any two such elements are conjugate 
by an element of C,&A). In particular, the theorem holds if Z centralizes 
every element of @(AZ; q), for then each such element is contained in C. 
We may therefore assume that 1 $ Mi(AZ; q), whence [X, Z] = S for 
some nontrivial =1Z-invariant q-subgroup of G. If X is chosen minimal with 
these properties, it follows from Theorem 5.3.8. of [3] that AZ acts irreducibly 
on X/@(X). Since B C Z(AZ), this implies that C,(X) is noncyclic. Let 7’ be 
a four subgroup of C,(X), let ui E T# and set Hi T= C,(u,), 1 ( i :: 3. 
Then, as usual, Z C O,,,.(B(H,)) and hence 
X = [X, Z] C O,,(l?(H,)), 1 -2 i < 3. 
Next let Y be an i2-invariant S,,-subgroup of H(C) and set 
Yi = Y n H, = C,(u,), 1 -< i < 3. 
Then AZ normalizes the group Ki = O,(O(H,))Yi , Ki E II,(AZ; q), and 
(X, Yj) c Ki ) 1 ;; i < 3. Choose C!, in IQ?(AZ; q) such that I’*, C lJi 
and U, n li; contains an S,-subgroup of K, , 1 <: i -c 3. Then Ui contains 
an appropriate conjugate of X and consequently Qi = [ Ui , Z] f 1, whence 
Qi E Mi(14Z; q), 1 .< i < 3. We can therefore apply Theorem 4.3 to conclude 
that Q? == Q, and Qp = Qr for suitable elements x, , ,x3 in Cc(AZ). Set 
1I’r = Ur and IV+ = UTi, 2 .’ i -< 3. Then [IV;, Z] = Qr and C,i(Z) 
contains an A4-invariant S,-subgroup of Cs(c)(~i), 1 G i :z 3. Finally set 
K = N,(Q,) and I, := Q,(K n 0(C)). Then L E II&AZ), each tVi C K, and 
C,$(Z) C K n 0(C). But Wi = QiC,(Z) and consequently each IVL CL, 
1 ( i .< 3. Since Wi E II,*(AZ; q), it follows that each Wi is an S,-subgroup 
of L and hence that each IVi contains an AZ-invariant S,-subgroup of 
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K n 0(C). But we know already that C,jZ) and hence K n H(C) contains an 
S,-subgroup of Cs(c.(~~i). Since this holds for each i, I i ‘._ 3, we see that 
K f~ 0(C) contains an S,r-subgroup of H(C). We conclude that each Tt, 
contains an S,-subgroup of U(C). 
Finally let V be an arbitrary element of H,“(ilZ; y) and set Q --~ [CT, Z]. If 
Q = 1, Z centralizes C, whence l’ C H(C). But then 1 ‘s C lVI == Cl1 for 
some s in C,(.U). Since [C; , Z] - Q1 # 1 we have, in fact, U”‘C C; , 
whence U $ @(AZ; y), a contradiction. Thus Q f 1 and so Qv = Ql for 
some J in C,(AZ) by Theorem 4.3. Replacing F by C”‘, we may assume 
without loss that Q = Q, . But then iI. C K and, as 1~ 7~: Q,C,(Z), we see 
that U _C L. Maximality of 1; now yields that CT is an S,-subgroup of L and 
we conclude at once that C’ is conjugate to Cr, by an element of CJAZ). 
Since U, is fixed, the theorem follows. 
In ([2], Section 9), Glauberman has defined for any p-group P, a charac- 
teristic subgroup Z]*(P) of P which has analogous properties to Z(/(P)) 
and which, in addition, satisfies the condition C,(ZJ*(P)) C Z]*(P). For 
simplicity of notation, we set I’(P) = Z]*(P). 
In the case that PE H,“(A; p), we shall also need certain transitivity 
theorems for the elements of Pif(AI’(P); 4) and l@(BY(P); 2) under the 
special assumption: 
PqAZ; q) 7: { 1). 
We assume this condition holds for the balance of the section for some 
prime 4. 
We need the following preliminary lemma: 
LEMMA 4. IO. Let K be an element of I&(A) containing P. Then 
(i) Y(P) C O,,,,(K); 
(ii) C,(Y(P)) C O,,.,(K). 
Proof. Since P E Plf(A; p), P is an SD-subgroup of K. Since / K 1 is odd, 
the lemma is an immediate consequence of Glauberman’s ZJ*-theorem. 
THEOREM 4.11. O,,(@C,(AY(P)))) and O,(B(C,(BY(P)))) permute the 
elements of H,*(AY(P); q) and @(BY(P); q) respectively transitively under 
conjugation. 
Proof. As in Theorem 4.3, we treat only the case BZ, that of AZ being 
essentially identical. Since Z C Z(P) C Y(P), C = C,(BY(P)) is an A- 
invariant subgroup of the A-flat group N = NG(Z) and so e(C) = B(N) n C 
is well-defined. Let Q, E l?Iz(BY(P); q), I .< i < 2. By our assumption 
above together with Theorems 4.3 and 4.6, Z centralizes each Qi , whence 
Qi C N, 1 ,I: i < 2. Since A C IV, Qi C 0(A’) by Lemma 4.1, 1 < i < 2,. 
By the preceding lemma, Y(P) C O,,,,(e(N)) and C,p(Y(P)) C 0,,(0(N)). 
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But the first conclusion implies that also [Qi , Y(P)] C 0,(0(N)). Since 
Qi : [Q, , Y(P)] C,JY(P)), we conclude that Q, C 0,(0(N)), 1 < i I; 2. 
Moreover, Q; is an S,-subgroup of 0,(0(:V)) as Qi E @(BY(P); y), 
I i ::. 2, whence Qz = Qr” for some .v in Co,,(B(N))(BI’(P)). Since C C N, 
it follows that .x E O,,(e(C)) and the theorem is proved. 
The argument of Theorems 4.5 and 4.6( ) i can now be repeated to yield 
the corollary: 
THEOREM 4.12. 4 normalizes some element of M,*(BY(P); y). 
The argument of Theorem 4.5 itself yields the following additional 
result, which we state in a form convenient for later application. 
THEOREM 4.13. Set N = N,(Y(P)) and let 0’ E kI,*(Ak-(P); q). Then 
for any w in C,(B), we have U”‘ = UJ for some .Y in 0,,(0(C,(BY(P)))). 
Finally we have 
THEOREM 4.14. P normalizes some element of I@(AY(P); 4). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.7, P normalizes some element Q of M&AZ; 4). Then 
Q E &(AY(P); 4). Let Zj be an element of M,*(AY(P); q) containing Q. 
Then 0’ = QZ’,, , where r/; :- C,(Z) and CT,, E II,(AY(P); 4). Setting 
IV = No(Z) and using Lemma 4.10 as we did in Theorem 4.1 I, it follows 
that P is an SD-subgroup of 0(N), that Y(P) C 0,,.D(6’(Ar)), and that 
ZJ, c 0,(0(N)). On the other hand, by Theorem 4.11, every element of 
M,*(AY(P); q) contains an S,-subgroup of 0,(0(N)) and hence Zi, is an 
A’,-subgroup of O,(e(K)). 
Now set K x N,(Q) and L == Q(IS n O,(@(~V))). Since Q -3 C, it follows 
that Z’,, CL, whence G CL. But L is clearly a Y(P)-invariant $-element of 
H,(A). Since c’ E klz(A I-(P); q), th is implies that I: is an S,-subgroup of L. 
On the other hand, P C: K as P normalizes Q. Since also P C B(N) it follovvs 
that P normalizes L. But then if Z:, is an AP-invariant S,-subgroup of L, we 
have CT, :- C;“’ for some x in C,(&dl’(P)) and consequently also 
z,71 E H&4 Y(P)), 
and the theorem is proved. 
5. K,,,,(A) AND C,,,,(A) THEOREMS 
We shall say that G satisfies E,,,(A), p, p distinct odd primes, provided PQ 
is a group for some element P of H,*(A; p) and some element Q of @(A; 4). 
Under these circumstances, we call PQ an S,,,(A)-subgroup of G. Further- 
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more, we say that G satisfies C,,,(A) provided any two S,,,(A)-subgroups of 
G are conjugate by an element of B(C,(,4)). 
In this section we shall show that, in fact, G satisfies both I&,(A) and 
C,,J.+I) for all odd primes p and q with p 7 y. 
'I'HEOREM 5.1. Let P E IIz(A; p) and Q E H,*(A; q), p f q, and suppose 
that P centralizes every element ?f lX,(izP; q), while Q centralizes every element 
of Ll,(-4Q; p). Then G satisfies E,,,(A). 
Proof. Let Zfl, Zs be respectively a minimal A-invariant subgroup of 
Z(P) and Z(Q). Then .4 acts irreducibly on both Z, and Z, . Since m(A) > 6, 
there thus exists an involution a in 4 centralizing both ZD and 2, . Setting 
H z Cc(a), we have that -4 C fi and that PI -= P n B(H), Q, -= Q n B(H) 
are respectively an SD-subgroup and an S,-subgroup of B(H). Hence PI is 
permutable with Q1” for some element ,I of C&A). Then Q E @(A; q) 
and Zy.” is also a minimal -A-invariant subgroup of Z(p). Replacing Q by Qx, 
if necessary, we can assume without loss that PI is permutable with Q1 . 
Set K = PIQl . By the hypothesis of the theorem and Theorem 4.8, Z, 
centralizes every element of II,(AZ,; q) and Z, centralizes every element of 
IIO(.42,; p). Thus Z, centralizes O,(K) and Z, centralizes O,(K). But also 
Z, centralizes O,(K) as Z, C Z(P) and O,(K) c PI c P. Likewise Z, cen- 
tralizes O,(K). It follows therefore that (Z, , Z,> centralizes 
F(K) = O,(K) x O,(K). 
But C,(F(K)) C F(K) as K is solvable. Since F(K) is nilpotent, we conclude 
that Z, centralizes Z, . 
Setting N = NG(Zn), we have that .4 L N, that N is A-flat, that P is an S,- 
subgroup of B(N), and that Z, C O(N). -4 s a b ove, replacing Q by a suitable 
conjugate, we can assume without loss that P is permutable with Q n B(N). 
But then if L = P(Q n %(,V)), the argument of the preceding paragraph can 
be repeated to yield that Z, cF(L), whence Z, C O,(L). By assumption, P 
centralizes O,(L) and so P centralizes Z, . Setting M = NG(Zn), we thus 
have (-4, P, Q) C M, that M is A-flat, and that P, Q are respectively an 
SD-subgroup and an S,-subgroup of 8(N). But then an i2-invariant SD,,- 
subgroup of S(M) is an S,,,(J)-subgroup of G and hence G satisfies E,,,(A). 
tve now establish E,,,(A) in general. Let P t @(A; p) and Q E kI,*(A; q). 
In view of Theorem 5.1, it suffices to consider the case that either H,(AP; q) 
or II,(9Q; p) is nontrivial. For definiteness, assume H,(AP; q) is nontrivial 
and let Q, E II$(AP; q), so that Q, f I. Then H 7 N,(Q,) contains --1P 
and is A-l-flat, whence P is an S,-subgroup of f?(H). Let Q2 be an A-invariant 
S,-subgroup of B(H) permutable with P. Then Qr C O,(Qz,P) and by the 
maximality of Q1 , we have, in fact, Q1 --= O,(Q,P). Furthermore, we can 
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assume without loss that Qs C Q. Then Z(Q) _C Qp and, in particular, 2, C Qz . 
If Q, = Q, then QP is an S,,,(A)-subgroup of G and G satisfies _E,,,(d). 
Hence we may also assume that Q, C Q. We preserve this notation and these 
conditions throughout the proof, which we break up into a sequence of 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.2. O,(Q,P) 7m 1. 
Proof. Assume false and set K =: Nc(Z( J(Q2))). Since Qz C Q, Q n J; r) Qs . 
Moreover, since p and q are odd and O,(Q),P) = 1, Glauberman’s ZJ- 
theorem (Theorem 8.2.11 of [3]) implies that PC K. Since A C K, K is A-flat 
and hence <’ n K, P) C B(K), with P being an SD-subgroup of e(N). But 
then P is permutable with on A-invariant S,-subgroup Qa of B(N) containing 
Q, . Our conditions imply that, in fact, Q3 3 Q2 . But Qi C Ou(QaP) as [Qi , P] 
is a q-group, whence Qi =: OQ(Q3P) by our maximal choice of Qi . Thus 
Q, 4 Q:% and so Q,:, C H -7: A’o(QJ. We conclude that Qs C B(H), contrary 
to the fact that QQg is an S,-subgroup of B(H) and Q, 3, Q, . 
We set P, = Op(QpPl) and K -= iVG(Pl) and preserve this notation as well. 
LEMMA 5.3. The following conditions hold: 
(i) Q2P is an SD,n-subgroup of B(K). 
(ii) PI is nn S,,-subgroup of 0,*(0(K)). 
Proof. Since A C K, also K is A-flat, whence Q,P C t?(K) and P is an 
S,-subgroup of B(K). Thus P is permutable with some A-invariant S,- 
subgroup Q3 of B(K) containing Qa . As in the preceding lemma, Q, = O,(Q,P), 
whence Q, u Qa and so Qta 15 B(H), forcing Qz : Q, as Qa is an S,l-subgroup 
of f?(H). Thus (i) holds. 
Since [Qz , PI] is a p-group and Qz is an S,-subgroup of B(K), it follows 
that PI C O,(f?(K)) inasmuch as 0(K) is q-constrained. Since 
P n C&(0(K)) C O,(Q;P) = PI , 
it follows that P, = P n 0,(0(K)). On the other hand, P n 0,(0(K)) is an 
SD-subgroup of B(K). Thus (ii) also holds. 
LEMMA 5.4. Set P, = [PI , Z,]. If P,, # I, then P,, E &(AZ, ; p). 
Proof. Since Z, C Qz C Q and Z, C Z(Q), Z, C Z(Q,) and consequently 
Qz normalizes P, . Let CT E EI$(AZ, ; p) with U > PI and set R = [U, Z,]. 
Then P,, C R and A E IIi(AZ, ; p). Supp ose by way of contradiction that 
P,CR. 
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Since R .z~ C;, PIR is a group. Moreover, R $ PI , otherwise 
R =- [R, Z,] i [PI, Z,] = PO, 
which is not the case. Thus RIPI 3 1; , where R, R n K and K == :\i,(P,). 
By the prcccding lemma, Q,Z’ is an S,,,- subgroup of H(K). In particular, 
Z, r O,,,,(B(K)). Since R, is J-invariant, WC also have that R, 2 H(K). Tllus 
[R, , Z,] C 0,(0(K)). Furthermore, by Theorem 4.2, C,,(Z,) (I O,,(H(C,(Z,))), 
whence [CRl(Z,), QJ is a q’-group. Since R, and Q, arc contained in H(K) and 
since Q, is an S,-subgroup of O(K), it follows that also Cx,(Z,) C 0,(0(K)). 
But then R, [R, , Z,,] C,,(Z,) \r O,,,(H(R)). However, this is impossible 
as R,P, 3 P, and PI is an S,,-subgroup of O,,,(B(K)) by the preceding lemma. 
This in turn vields 
LEM~ 5.5. l&(.4) possesses a {p, yj-g YOU p 4 . 1 ZL UC1 contains both QBPl and 
an element of H,*(A; q). 
Proof. Consider first the case that Zq centralizes PI . Setting M = NG(Z,), 
me then have <i2, Q, PI1 C M, whence <Q, P,) C H(M) as M is A-flat. In 
this case an A-invariant S,,, -subgroup of O(M) containing Q,P, clearly also 
contains an element of PIf(a-I; q) and lies in I&(A). 
It remains to treat the case that P,, ~~~~ [F’, , Z,] + 1. By the preceding 
lemma, P,, E Mi(BZ, ; p), whence X mm< NG(P,,) contains an element R of 
@(=I; q) by Theorems 4.7 and 4.9. Since PO c-1 QzPl , also QzPl C M. But 
AZ is d-flat and consequcntl! ;Q,P, , R) c 0(M). Again an A-invariant 
S,,,,-subgroup of 0(M) containing QzPl has the required properties. 
IYe can now prove 
THEOREM 5.6. G satisfies EPkq(A). 
Proof. Let L be an d-invariant {p, q$-subgroup of G satisfying the con- 
ditions of the preceding lemma. Without loss we may assume that Q is an 
S,-subgroup of L. We shall argue that PI = O,(L), whence L _C K = N,(P,). 
But then 1, (7 O(K), whence B(K) contains both P and Q and therefore an 
A-invariant S,,,,- subgroup of K will, in fact, be an S,.,(A)-subgroup of G, 
thus proving that G satisfies I:‘,,,(J). 
Let 7; _ O,(L) and Tz = O,(L), whence F(L) = Tl x T*. Now 
RI PIN,l(Pl) c K and R, t M,(d), whence R, C B(K). But [Qz, R,] C TIPI 
and so is a p-group. Since Q, is an S,-subgroup of B(K) by Lemma 53(i), 
this implies that R, C O,,(H(K)). But PI is an SD-subgroup of 0,*(0(K)) by 
Lemma .5.3(ii), whence R, =- PI . Thus NTl(Pl) (z PI and we conclude 
that T, C PI . 
Observe next that C,,,(QJ is an &dQO,-invariant subgroup of B(H), where 
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H : Xo(Qr). Since Q, is an S,-subgroup of B(H), it follows that 
C,(Qi) C Q, . Since PI = 0.D(Q2P), this in turn implies that 
[C,(QJ, PI] C T2 n PI = 1. 
Thus PI centralizes Cr?(Qr). Since Q,P, mm Q, x PI acts on Tz , Theorem 
5.3.4 of [3] now yields that PI centralizes T, . It follows that T’2 C K, whence 
T2 is an --1Q2,-invariant q-subgroup of 0(K). Since Q, is an S,-subgroup of 
H(K), we conclude that T2 (7 Q2 . 
Now PI centralizes T2 and, as Tl C PI , Z(P,) centralizes Tl x T2 = F(L), 
whence Z(P,) GF(L). Thus Z(Pl) C Tl . Setting M = No(Z(PJ) and 
C ~~ CL(l;), it follows that <C, P> C Ail, whence (C, P> C B(M). Further- 
more, Q, G C as Tl C PI . Since [Q, , P] is a q-group and P is an S,-subgroup 
of 0(M), we have Qr C O,,(e(M)). But then 
QI C C n O,f(B(M)) Z Opj(C) = O,(C). 
Since C char L, O,(C) C O,(L) = T2 and we conclude that Qr C 1; . 
Finally consider C,(T2). Since Q, C T2 , C,(T,) C 6’(H). Since Q3P is an 
SD,,-subgroup of B(H), clearly PI C 0,(0(H)). Since we have already shown 
that PI centralizes T, , it follows that PI c C,(T,) n O,,(B(H)), whence 
PI C O,(C,(TJ) 4 L. Thus PI C TX :-= O,(L) and the desired conclusion 
PI ~~ O,(L) holds. 
We turn to C,,,(d). Let P and Z, be as above. We first prove: 
LE~IMA 5.7. Let R be an S,,,(A) subgroup of G containing P. Then 
(i) O,(R) 5 Hz(AP; q) 
(ii) [O,(R), Z,] E HL(AZp ; 4). 
Proof. We first reduce to the case that O,(R) f 1, so assume the contrary, 
in which case D = O,(R) f 1. If M,(9P; q) is trivial, then obviously (i) 
holds. aloreover by Theorem 4.8, Z, centralizes every element of I&(AZ, ; q), 
whence IIL(AZ, ; y) = (1: and so (ii) also holds. Hence wc can assume that 
H,(.4P; q) contains some nontrivivial clement W. 
Since 1?2(-1) A 6, W, C,(T) + 1 for some four subgroup T of A. Let 
ui, 1 -. i., 3, be the involutions of T, set Ii, := C,(q), Pi = P n Hi , 
Di I> n 11, and Qi = Q n EI, , where Q is an A-invariant S,-subgroup of 
Ii, 1 i 3. Using the -g-flatness of each Hi together with Lemma 3.3, 
it follows at once that R, -= QiPi is an A’,,,-subgroup of e(HJ. Clearly also 
Dj (I Xi , whence Di centralizes Qi n O,,(H(HJ), which is an S,-subgroup 
of O,(B(H,)). Hence Di centralizes every q-subgroup of O,(O(Hi)) that it 
normalizes. On the other hand, Wi = C&U,) is AP,-invariant and is con- 
tained in Hi , whence II’, is a Pi-invariant q-subgroup of 0(HJ. Since Pi is 
$31/11/z-8 
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an SD-subgroup of B(HJ, it follows that II’? C O,(B(H,)). Since Di C Pi , 
we conclude that Di centralizes W, , 1 -c’ i :< 3. Since W,, is contained in 
each Wi , we see that W, centralizes D = CD, , D, , D.J. 
Setting K = N,(D), we have that (R, A, WJ G K and, as K is A-flat, 
(R, IVJ _C 8(K). Since R is an S,,,(A)-subgroup of G, R is necessarily an 
SD,,-subgroup of B(K), whenceQ n O,,(B(K)) is an S,-subgroup of O,,(B(K)). 
Since O,(R) = 1 by assumption, it follows that O,,(B(K)) is a $-group. 
However, W, is P-invariant and P is an S,-subgroup of B(K), whence 
W, C O,,(B(K)). Since W, f 1, we have a contradiction. We have thus 
reduced to the case in which E == O,(R) q= 1. 
Let X E kIf(AP; q) with E C X. Setting N -L= N,(E) and Y = N n X, 
we have, as with K above, that R is an S,,,,-subgroup of B(N), and that 
Y C B(N). Clearly E C O,,(B(N)). S’ mce R n 0,(0(N)) is an S,-subgroup of 
0,(@(N)) and is contained in O,(R) = E, it follows that E is an S,-subgroup 
of 0,(0(N)). But also Y _C 0,(0(N)) as [Y, P] is a g-group. Since E C Ii, 
this forces E =-= Y, whence E = N,(E). We conclude that E = X E H,*(AP; q), 
proving (i). 
Finally let U E Mz(AZ, ; q) with E C C!, and this time set X = [U, Z,]. 
IfX = I, then2, centralizes every element of II,(AZ, ; q) by Theorem 4.9 
and so IIi(AZ, ; q) = {I}, . m which case (ii) obviously holds. Hence we may 
assume that X f 1. We shall argue that X C E, which will imply that 
X [E, Z,] ~1 [O,(R), ZD] and will establish (ii). Hence we may also 
assume that X g E. Again set 1V --~ nit(E) and I’ =m N n X. Then 
(R, ‘-2, Y) C N and, as above, R is an S,,,,>-subgroup of B(N), E is an S,- 
subgroup of 0,(6(N)) and Y- _C 0(K). Since P is an S,-subgroup of 8(N), 
also Z, _C O,J,(B(N)). Thus [I, ZD] C 0,(0(N)). Furthermore, by Theorem 
4.2, C,(Z,) C O,(O(Co(Z,))), whence [Cr(Z,), P] is a $-group. Since 
(C,(Z,), P> _C I!(K) and since P is an S,,-subgroup of B(N). it follows that 
also C,(ZD) _C 0,(0(N)). We conclude that 
Y -= [I-, Z,] C,(Zn) C O,@(N)), 
whence Y Z E. However, since X 4 1’ and X g E, Y -= N,(E) $ E. This 
contradiction completes the proof of (ii). 
We now prove 
THEOREM 5.8. G satisjies C’,,,(A). 
Proof. Let R and R, be two S&J-subgroups of G. For definiteness, 
we may suppose that O,(R) # 1. We may also assume without loss, in view 
of Theorem 3.1, that R and R, each contain P. We shall argue that E = O,(R) 
and El = O,(R,) are conjugate by an element of 0(Co(AZ,)). We know from 
the preceding lemma that E, El are each in I?,*(AP; q) and that D = [E, Z,] 
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and D, = [E, , Z,] are each in IIi(AZ, ; q). Since Z, C Z(P), we also have 
that D is /UP-invariant and that D, is =1&P-invariant. 
Consider first the case that D f 1. Then D,” = D for some x‘ in 
B(C,(AZ,)) by Theorem 4.3. Setting K = ,VG(D) and using the -A-flatness 
of K, it follows at once that (EP, (E,P)“) C B(K). Moreover, P and P” are 
each SD-subgroups of 8(K). Since [E, P] and [Elx, P”] are each q-groups, 
this implies that (E, E,“) c O,,(B(K)). But as E, El E- l@(AP, q), it follows 
that E and E,” are each SO-subgroups of 0,3(0(K)). Since each is .3Z,- 
invariant, this yields Ef” =-- E for somey in C,&=lZ&. Then XY E O(Co(zUD)) 
and the desired conclusion holds in this case. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that D - : I, in which case also D, - I. Thus 
ZD centralizes both E and El . Setting K = :Vc(Z,), it follows as usual that 
‘R, Et) C B(K) and that P is an SD-subgroup of B(K), whence also E and E, 
arc each S,-subgroups of O,,(B(K)). But then they are conjugate by an 
element of O(C,(AZ,)) in this case as well. 
Thus El” = E for some z’ in O(C,(JZ,)). Setting H = N,(E), we have 
(AR, R,v) C H. Since H is z-l-flat, it follows immediately that R and R,” are 
each A-invariant SD,,- subgroups of B(H). But then R,“” = R for some T~L’ in
(~,,&A). Since uuw E O(C,(a-l)), we conclude that G satisfies C,,,(-A). 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
By analogy with the preceding terminology, we shall say that G satisfies 
E,(A), 7 some set of odd primes, provided I&(A) possesses a r-subgroup K 
which contains an element of II,*(A; p) for each p in 7. Such a subgroup K 
will be called an S,(A)-subgroup of G. Furthermore, we shall say that G 
satisfies C,(A) provided any two ,3,(A)-subgroups of G are conjugate by an 
element of B(C,(A)). 
Finally we set (T = {p 1 &(A; p) is nontrivial). We shall show that G 
satisfies E,(A), from which Theorem A will follow as a corollary. In order 
subsequently to be able to generalize Theorem rZ to the case of odd primes, 
we shall treat one prime t in u exceptionally. Thus we set u,, = (T - (t}, t any 
prime in 0. We first establish COO(A) and EGO(A) and then deduce E,(A) from 
these results. Although this procedure is not necessary for Theorem A itself, 
it is needed for our generalization if the prime 2 is in the corresponding set 0, 
in which case we must treat t = 2 exceptionally. 
THEOREM 6.1. G satisfies C,(A) for any subset T of q, . 
Proof. We may clearly assume 7 is nonempty. Let 7 = {p, , p, ,..., p,}. If 
rz = 1, the theorem follows from Theorem 3.1, while if rz = 2, it follows 
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from Theorem 5.8. Hence we mav assume that ?z 3: 3. Let K, K’ bc two 
S,(A)-subgroups of G. We first reduce to the case that neither F(6) norF(K’) 
has prime power order. Suppose by way of contradiction that, say-, 
F(K) = O,,JK), in which case O,;(K) : 1. Let Pi be an A-invariant S,r- 
subgroup of K. By Theorem 3.1, WC can assume without loss that also 
Pi 5 K’. Consider first the subcase that also O,;(K’) I. Then by 
Glauberman’s ZJ-theorem, Z(J(P,)) is normal in both K and K’. Hence if 
we set FI :: N,(Z(/(P,))) wc have S’K, K’;\ C B(H) as t1 is -l-flat. Our 
conditions imply that K and K’ are each S,-subgroups of B(H), whence 
K’ p for some x in C,,&,A). Then s E @(C,(A)) and the theorem follows 
in this case. 
suppose, on the other hand, that O,;(K’) + 1, whence O,(K) ti I for 
some q -,+ p1 in 7. Now K and K’ contain S,+,(A)-subgroups R and R’ of G 
respectively and, by our assumption on K’, O,(R’) f 1. But then O,(R) + 1 
as G satisfies C .JA) by Theorem 5.8. Since [Pr , O,(R)] is a pi-group and 
since K is p,-constrained, it follows that O,(R) C O,;(K), contrary to the 
fact that O,;(K) = I. Thus we may assume that neitherF(K) nor F(K’) is of 
prime power order. 
Set 7, r-{p,), I -: i :s n. Proceeding by induction on T 8, we can 
suppose that G satisfies C,(A) f or each i. Hence if R, , RI denote Srt(A)- 
subgroups of K, K’ respectively, we have R:“z = Ri for some s, in @C,(A)), 
I -‘i 12. We set k’. 7 K’% , so that I& C Ki , I i . . II. 1Ve also set 
mi ODf(K)’ and rrzi : i 0,, (K’),, I i ” n. 
Consider Ejj = 0, (k;) for some j 7 i. Since R, cl K, , we have 
l& L 0, (Ri). Since Ri ‘is an S, .-subgroup of K, it follows that Eij centralizes 
O,(K) for all q f pi or pj Furthermore, Eij is a normal subgroup of an 
A-invariant S,.-subgroup P, of R; Likewise O,,(K) C R, and so is also a 
normal subgroup of P, . Suppose now that Efj7n O,,(K) m= I. Then E,j 
centralizes O,,(K), as each is normal in P, . But then Cfl,(OD,(K)) centralizes 
ODijK) for all k, 1 :.E k :< n, and so centralizesF(K). Smce C,(F(K))CF(K) 
and E,, n O,,(K) = 1, we conclude that C,tj(Or,7(K)) L 1. Lemma 5.2 of 
[I] now yields that ml -‘; mi . A similar argument shows that mj .-: WZ~ . If 
for all i, j, I .:i i, j :; 72, i f j, it w 
would follow that m: < mi -:’ 
ere true that O,?(K,) n OD3(K) =: 1, it 
rn; for all i, j, whence m, = 1. for all i. But 
this is impossible as K is a nontrivial solvable group. 
Thus without loss we may assume that D : OD1(K,) n OD1(K) f 1. Let 
PI be an A-invariant SD>-subgroup of R, , so that D 4 PI . Setting 
M = N&D), we have (O,;(K,), O,;(K), PI , A} C M. Since M is A-flat, it 
follows that Pr is an SD-subgroup of 0(M) and that 
(O,;WJ~ O,;(K)) c %;(W)>. 
On the other hand, since K, and K contain S,,,(A)-subgroups of G for all q 
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in 7r , it follows from Lemma 5.7(i) and the fact that K, , K are each p,- 
constrained that O,;(K,) and O,;(K) each contain elements of PI$(AP, ; q) 
for all q in 7i . This implies that O,;(K,) and O,;(K) are each A-invariant 
S,l-subgroups of O,;(B(M)) and so are conjugate by an element of C,(,,(A). 
Since K, = K’“z with x2 E B(C,(A)) we can therefore assume without loss, 
upon replacing K’ by a suitable conjugate, that O,;(K) := O,;(K’). 
Finally by the first part of the proof, E, = 0,(0,;(K)) f I for some q in 
pi . Setting L = No(&), it follows as usual that (K, K’) C 0(L), whence K 
and K’ are each A-invariant S,-subgroups of B(L). But then K’ := k’” for 
some x in C,(,)(A) and the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 6.2. G satisfies EJA). 
Proof. We shall prove by induction on 1 7 / that G satisfies E,(A) for 
every subset 7 of q, , which will suffice to establish the theorem. We may 
clearly assume 7 is nonempty. Let T = {p, , p, ,..., p,}. If n = 1, the assertion 
is obvious, while if 71 = 2, it follows from Theorem 5.6. Hence we may 
assume that n 3 3. We set ‘TV = 7 - {p,} and 
7ij=7.-{pi,p,},1 <i,j<n,i#j. 
Hence by induction G possesses an S,i(A)-subgroup K, , 1 < i < 71. We set 
mij = / Op,(Ki)l, 1 < i,j < n, i f j. 
Since G satisfies C,((A) by the preceding theorem, mij depends only upon : 
and j and not upon the choice of the S,i(A)-subgroup Ki . 
Let i, j, k be three distinct indices with 1 < i, j, k < n. By Theorem 3.1, 
we can assume without loss that Kj and Kk contain the same A-invariant 
S,*-subgroup Pi . Let Dj,c and DjlB be S,jk(A)-subgroups of Kj and K,< 
respectively containing Pi. Then Dik = DX for some x in B(C,(A)) by 
Theorem 6.1. Hence replacing Kj by K,“, if necessary, we can suppose 
without loss that Dip = Dj, . 
Set Pij = O,%(K?) and Pik = Oz)i(Kk). We shall now argue that the 
assumption Pij n Pik = 1 implies that mii < mjk . For simplicity, we assume 
i = 1, j = 2, and k = 3. Then D,, is an 5’,zZ(A)-subgroup of both Kz and K3. 
In particular, Plz C O,l(D,,) and so Plz centralizes 09h(D23) for all 
h, 4 c< h < n. But also Oph(K3) C O,h(D,,), 4 < h < n, whence Plz cen- 
tralizes Oph(K3), 4 < h < n. Since Plz and PI3 are disjoint normal subgroups 
of PI , Plz also centralizes PI3 = O,l(K,). Thus 
Since Plz n PI3 = 1, we conclude that Cp12(0,2(K,)) = 1. But now Lemma 
5.2 of [I] yields the desired conclusion ml2 < rnz3 .
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If Pij n Pyk =. 1 for all i,j, k, the preceding argument shows that mij .< mj,, 
for all i, j, k, i f j f k f i. Permuting i, j, k cyclically, we obtain 
mij -< mj, *< mki < mjj . Since the integers mij , mjk , rrzkz are pairwise 
relatively prime, it follows that mfj =:- 1 for all i, j, i f j, which is impossible 
as each Ki is a nontrivial solvable group. Thus there exist distinct indices 
i, j, h and S,?(A)- and S,k(A)-subgroups Kj , Kk of G containing the same 
A-invariant S,i-subgroup P; such that I& = P,, n Pzlc f 1. In particular, 
Ei --r; Pi and is A-invariant. For definiteness, we assume this is true for 
i L- I, j -= 2, and k = 3. 
Setting N IL’,(&), the A-flatness of H implies as usual that PI is an 
S,,-subgroup of B(H) and that (O,,;(I(,), O,;(K,)) _C O,;(B(H)). Ry Lemma 
5.7(i), O,;(K,) and O,;(K,) contain AP,-invariant S*-subgroups of O,;(B(N)) 
for Q in 7r2 and 7r3 respectively. This implies that IIf -= O,;(KJ O,;(Ka)?J is 
a group for some y in C,&AP,). Hence replacing K3 by Kal’, we can assume 
without loss of generality that W -- O,;(k;) 09;(K3). 
If T,l = 1, then O,;(K,) := 1, 2 -I; j -1; 3, and consequently 
Z(J(P,)) 4 Kj , 2 .’ j < 3, by Glauberman’s ZJ-theorem. But then if 
L := N,(Z(J(P,))), we have (Ka , KJ CL, whence (K, , Ka) C B(L) by the 
A-flatness of L. Thus K, is an S,j-subgroup of B(L), 2 < j .g 3, and con- 
sequently an A-invariant &-subgroup of B(L) is, in fact, an S,(A)-subgroup 
of G. Therefore G satisfies E,(A) in this case. 
We can therefore assume that W $ 1. We let II’, , W, ,..., W, be an 
API-invariant Sylow system of IIT, we set 1 Wj 1 = ps’ , / Kj Ipi = p:<, 
2 < i -G 11, 2 < j < 3, N, = N,(Y(P,)), and C, = C,(Y(P,)), where 
Y(P,) -I-= Z!J*(PJ, as in Section 4. By Glauberman’s ZJ*-theorem, 
Kj = O,;(Kj)(Ki n iv,), 2 5: j < 3. 
Since K, t I&(A), we have, in fact, Kj n Nr = Kj n B(N,). Furthermore, 
by Lemma 4.1O(ii), Kj n 0(C,) C O,;(B(C,)). Thus for 2 < i < n, 2 <j < 3, 
and i If j, we have 
/ Kj n B(N,) : Kj n O(C,)lDi = p;riTei. (6.1) 
We conclude at once from (6.1) that 
) B(N,) : O(C,)l,, > p:i-ei, 2 < i < n. (6.2) 
On the other hand, since El u P,A and El f 1, we can choose a minimal 
A-invariant subgroup 2, of Z(P,) with 2, _C El . But 2, centralizes W and 
W, E II$(AP, ; p,), 2 < i 6 71, by Lemma 5.7(i). It follows therefore from 
Theorems 4.7 and 4.9 that II~(AZ, ; pi) = (1) for all i, 2 < i < n. We see 
then that AZ, satisfies the hypothesis of Theorems 4.1 l-4.14 for each 
pi, 2 < i :;: n. Set A, = C,(Z,) and let g be the collection of subgroup of 
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Qr(A,) of index at most 2 in Q1(A,). Then for any B in 9J and any v 
in C,(NIi(B), we have Wiv = Wf* for some di in 0,(0(Cc(BY(P,)))) by 
Theorem 4.13, 2 & i < n. Set L = No(&). Then P1 is an SP1-subgroup of 
8(L) and, as 2, _C Z(P,) _C Y(P1), C, _C L, whence Q(C,) C B(L). Since 
B(C,(BY(P,))) C f?(C,), it f 11 o ows therefore from Lemma 4.10 that 
0,;(8(Co(BY(P)))) C O,;(B(L)). Thus di C O,;(B(L)), 2 < i < n. Moreover, 
Y(P,) C O,;,,JB(L)) by Lemma 4.10. Since W = [W, Y(P,)] C&Y(P,)), 
another application of Lemma 4.10 now yields that WC O,;(B(L)). Since 
each di E O,;(B(L)), it follows that also WV _C 0,$0(L)). But by Lemma 57(i), 
W and IV” are each BP,-invariant S,l-subgroups of O,;(B(L)) and conse- 
quently W” = IVd for some d in CoP;ts(L))(BP1). Since the latter group is 
contained in O,;(t?(N,)), it follows that d E O,;(B(N,)). Hence if we set 
M = No(W), we conclude at once that 
(6.3) 
Now Cwi(B) C M and, by Theorems 4.11 and 4.14, Wi E Mt(AY(P,); p,), 
and Cwc(B) contains an S,i-subgroup of Co,;(,(Nl,,(B), 2 < i < n. Together 
with (6.3), this implies that C,(B) contains an SDi-subgroup of C8(,1,(B). 
Moreover, this is true for each B in a. But now applying the Wielandt 
formula exactly as we did in the proof of Theorem 4.7, we conclude that M 
contains an A-invariant S,,-subgroup Ri of B(N,), 2 < i < n. 
Without loss we may assime that Ri normalizes Wi , 2 < i < n. By (6.2), 
( Ri : Ri n C, 1 > p{z-~ . But Ri n C, C Wi , as W, E l?I:(AP, ; p,), 
2 .< i < n. Hence 1 R,W, : Wi ! > pri-ei and consequently 
IRiw~I Zp:‘, 2<i<n, (4.4) 
But R,W, E&(A) and hence 1 RziWi j = p:i and R,W, EM~(A; pi) by 
definition off, , 2 f i < n. Furthermore, since $1 is contained in the A-flat 
group NG(OQ(W)), where O,(W) + 1 for suitable 4, we also have that 
Ri Wi C B(M), 2 < i < n. Likewise PI CM and PI is an SP1-subgroup of 
O(M). Thus B(M) contains an S,(A)-subgroup of G and we conclude that 
G satisfies E,(A). 
THEOREM 6.3. G satisfies E,(A). 
Proof. We have u = a, u (t}. Moreover, by the preceding theorem, 
G possesses an S,O(A)-subgroup K. If / u 1 < 2, the theorem follows from 
Theorem 5.6, so we may also assume 1 u ! > 3. In particular, a0 is nonempty. 
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Setting C m: C,(L4), we have that B(C) . is a a-group and, furthermore, by 
Theorem 3.1 K contains an S,;subgroup K,, of O(C). Thus O(C) = K,,P,, , 
where PO is an A-invariant S,-subgroup of O(C). Finally let P be an element 
of @(A; f) containing P,, , let (~a = {pi ,p, ,..., p,>, and let P, be an --1- 
invariant SD,-subgroup of K, 1 .: i -,: n. 
By Theoiem 5.6, P is permutable with some element Qi of M,*(il; p,), 
1 ‘-. i. N. But then Qi = P,“I for some xi in B(C) by Theorem 3.1. We can 
write xi =~ z+w;i, where ‘ui t K, and wi c PO , 1 .,Q i -51 n, inasmuch as 
H(C) =- K,,P, . Hence Ri :-- Q7Y~ P,Fd c K. On the other hand, since 
PQi y- f&P and wi E P,, L P, we also have PR, == R,P, I %- i 5: n. Thus P 
is permutable with the SD,-subgroup Ri of K, I ,< i .s< n, and hence P is 
permutable with K -: (ki 1 1 I< i \ TV\. Therefore PK E II,( from 
which we conclude that PK is an S,,(A)-subgroup of G, and the theorem is 
proved. 
Theorem A follows now as a corollary. Indeed, let K be an S,(A)-subgroup 
of G and set C = Co(A). As in the preceding theorem, O(C) is a a-group and 
K contains an SD-subgroup of O(C) for all p in 0, whence O(C) C K. Now let 
WE II,(A) and let P be an element of @(A; p) such that P n W is an S,- 
subgroup of W, p E 0. Since P” C K for some x in O(C) by Theorem 3.1 and 
since O(C) C K, it follows that P, and hence also P n W, is contained in K. 
Since p was arbitrary in cr, we conclude that WC K. Thus 
K = (WI WEE&(A)). 
To complete the proof, it remains only to show that K is invariant under 
N == iVo(il). If x E N, then x permutes the groups Co(u), u ranging over the 
involutions of A, and hence x permutes their subgroups O(C,(u)). But by the 
preceding paragraph, K = (B(C,(u))/ u E G$(A)#). Hence x normalizes K. 
Since x was arbitrary, we conclude that N normalizes K. 
Remark. The hypothesis m(‘d) 2, 6 has been used only in Theorem 4.2, 
in studying the elements of &(BZ), in which case it was essential to have 
m(B) > 4. On the other hand, the assumption m(B) > 3 is needed in the 
proof of the basic relativized transitivity theorem -- Theorem 4.3. Thus if, 
in general or in any particular case, an alternate proof of Theorem 4.2 can be 
given which does not use the assumption m(B) 1;: 4, then it would be possible 
to establish Theorem A under the weaker assumption m(A) > 5 by using 
elementary subgroups B of .3 with m(B) ;> 3 throughout in place of those 
with m(B) > 4. However, since the assumption m(B) > 3 is essential for the 
proof of Theorem 4.3, this would seem to be as far as one can go with the 
methods of this paper. 
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7. A GENERALIZ.4TION 
‘The fact that ;Z was a 2-group above has entered into the proof of Theorem 
.J in four specific ways: 
(1) A 2’-group, being of odd order, is solvable. 
(2) The Glauberman ZJ-theorem holds for all 2’-groups. 
(3) The Glauberman ZJ*-theorem holds for all 2’-groups. 
(4) Lemma 5.2(i) of [I] holds for any pair of primes distinct from 2. 
Thus the fact that B(H) was contained in O(Ii) for any A-flat local subgroup 
H containing il enabled us to use properties of solvable groups in our argu- 
ments. Secondly it was necessary for us to establish E,,,(A) for all pairs of 
odd primes p and q. In deriving this result, Glauberman’s Zj-theorem was 
crucial. Finally in proving E,JAg), we treated a prime f exceptionally, first 
establishing &,(A). For the proof of EoO(A); we needed Lemma 4.10, which 
depends upon the Glauberman’s ZJ*-theorem, and we also used Lemma 
52(i) of [I]. 
Hence in generalizing Theorem =1 we must allow for the fact tha.t the 
Glauberman ZJ- and ZJ*-theorems do not hold in general for {2, 3}-groups 
and that Lemma 5.2(i) of [I] does not hold in general for the pair of primes 2 
and p, p odd. 
In view of these remarks, we define for any prime Y the set of primes 
i-r(r) as follows: 
742) ~ (21; 
n(3) =:- (3); 
X(Y) = {Y, 21 or {Y, 3}, for Y 2 5. 
Observe that O?r(2) r(H) = O,,(H) = O(H) ~ O,,(S(H)), since O(H) is 
solvable, where S(H) denotes as usual the largest normal solvable subgroup 
of the group N. Thus it is O,,,,,(S(H)) which will play the role of O(H) in 
our generalization of Theorem -3. 
We should also point out that the assumption that A is abelian is not 
essential to the proof of Theorem Lil. Indeed, the condition m(Z(A)) > 6 
would have sufficed, for all we actually used was the fact that in an irredu- 
cible representation of A with kernel A,, Z(A)//& n Z(iz) is necessarily 
cyclic. Hence we could have chosen our groups B as elementary abelian 
subgroups of -4, n Z(A) such that m(B) > 4. 
With these preliminaries, we now make the following definitions: 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let A be a nontrivial r-subgroup of the group G, Y a 
prime. We call 0 an A-signal&r functor on G provided for every element u 
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of Q1(Z(A))#, there is associated a subgroup @C,(u)) with the following 
properties: 
4 I) G O,d~(GW and e(C&)) (1 G(u)*; 
b) For any element z, in Q,(Z(A))#, we have 
e(c,(u)) n C,(V) C e(G(v)>; 
c) If B is a subgroup of index at most 4 in J&(2(A)), then for all u in B# 
and all x in N,(B), we have (O(C,(zl)))” = O(C,(u”)). 
DEFINITION 7.2. Let H be an A-signalizer functor on G. We denote by 
&(A) the set of A-invariant solvable n(r)‘-subgroups K of G such that 
K = (K n S(C&))l u E Ql(Z(A))#). 
DEFINITION 7.3. Let 0 be an A-signalizer functor on G. A subgroup 
H of G containing A will be called A-jut with respect to 0 provided the 
elements of PI,(A) contained in H all lie in O,(,,,(S(H)). 
DEFINITION 7.4. An A-signalizer functor 0 on G is called jut provided 
any p-local subgroup of G containing A with p E n(r)’ is A-flat with respect 
to e. 
In terms of these concepts we can now state our generalization of 
Theorem A: 
THEOREM B. If A is an r-subgroup of the group G with m(Z(A)) > 6 and 
G possesses the jut A-signalixer functor 0, then the elements of M,(A) generate a 
z-(r)‘-subgroup of G invariant under No(A). 
Theorem B is proved by making the obvious modifications in the proof 
of theorem A. All the subgroups B(H) under consideration are solvable. 
Moreover, the sets n(r) have been defined in such a way that Glauberman’s 
ZJ-and ZJ*-theorems can be applied at the appropriate places to establish 
the necessary E,,,(A) and E,,(A) theorems. In particular, we define 
(T = {p 1 &(A; p) is nontrivial} and define o,, = o - (t}, where t = 2 if 
t E 0 and t is an arbitrary prime in o if 2 4 V. Thus also Lemma 5.2(i) of [I] 
is applicable to any pair of primes in q, . Finally we note that the results of 
Section 2 have been proved for arbitrary primes and so they can be applied 
exactly as in Theorem A. 
2 As with Theorem A the normality condition in (a) can be weakened. See the final 
remark of Section 2. 
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